
Uzbekistan: New privatisation push will underpin reform ambitions

Event: A presidential decree issued on April 29 sets out steps for the full or partial privatisation
of 29 state-controlled enterprises.

Significance: The decree, which includes power stations and banks as well as elements of the
country’s oil and gas sector, reflects President Shavqat Mirzioyev's commitment to a process of
economic reform. This will be a major challenge given the country’s long period of structural and
institutional rigidity, and the pace of economic change has so far lagged behind political reform
under Mirzioyev. Further effort is needed to prevent the reform process from being slowed or
halted by the combined forces of inertia and vested interests.

Analysis: Since coming to power in 2016, President Mirzioyev has embarked on an ambitious
agenda of fostering economic growth that has included efforts to encourage foreign investment
in what has been, for more than two decades, a closed-off commercial environment. 

International organisations and investors, previously wary of Uzbekistan's poor human rights
record, have responded positively to Mirzioyev's reform agenda. Yet Uzbekistan still has weak
institutions, undeveloped infrastructure and poor corporate governance standards. Corruption is
endemic, transparency standards are low, and the economy remains dominated by state-owned
enterprises. The government will proceed cautiously to ensure that privatisation does not lead to
large-scale job losses.

Reforms under the National Development Strategy for 2017-21 have focused on improving the
business environment, reducing the state's presence in the economy and facilitating foreign
direct investment (FDI). The most significant move has been flotation of the Uzbek som in
September 2017, which brought the official and black-market rates into alignment. Access to
foreign currency is no longer restricted to most-favoured companies, which had been
encouraging corruption, while bureaucratic obstacles for businesses have been reduced and
new free economic zones created.

The April 29 presidential decree on privatisation provides for the sell-off of various amounts of
government shareholdings in a range of enterprises. They include the Angren and Novo-Angren
thermal power stations (99% of the state share for sale), the Kvartz glass factory (75%), Coca-
Cola Bottlers Uzbekistan (57%), and the Ferghana, Kungrad and Dehkanabad soda plants (51%
each). Eight plants in the oil and gas sector are also listed, but without an indication of the share
to be privatised, and the government also hopes to sell stakes of 25% each in Alokabank,
Turonbank, Asia Alliance Bank and the Kafolat insurance firm. 

Earlier efforts to create a business-friendly climate are bearing fruit. Uzbekistan has climbed to
76th place in the World Bank's latest ranking for ease of doing business, up from 141st in 2015.
The IMF forecasts GDP growth at 5.5% in 2019 and 6.0% next year, up from 5.0% in 2018, while
government figures indicate that FDI increased by 40% in 2017, ending a long period of decline.
During Mirzioyev's visit to the United States in May 2018, business deals worth more than 4.8
billion dollars were signed. So far this year, an Uzbek-German forum in January resulted in deals
worth 5.1 billion dollars, while the president’s trip to the UAE in March secured project deals
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worth 10 billion dollars. An Uzbek-UK business forum in Tashkent in February contributed deals
worth 210 million dollars.

However, China and Russia will remain the country’s key investors for the foreseeable future.
Chinese FDI was more than 500 million dollars last year, and Mirzioyev's visit to China in 2018
yielded deals worth 6.9 billion dollars. Russia's Lukoil has invested 8 billion dollars to date in
three gas fields and recently announced plans to invest a furthe 2 billion dollars.

International rating agencies assigned Uzbekistan long-term sovereign ratings for the first time in
December. Moody’s rating is B1 and Fitch is BB-, while S&P also graded Uzbekistan's debt at
BB-, placing it between Tajikistan (B-) and Kazakhstan (BBB. The country’s debut on
international capital markets in February saw dollar-denominated five- and ten-year bonds worth
1 billion dollars sold.

The February offering was oversubscribed, its popularity largely due to Uzbekistan's low debt
and large reserves. Public debt was estimated at 23.7% of GDP in 2018, and external debt stood
at 48% of GDP at the start of January 2019. International reserves were worth 152% of external
debt in January 2018. However, the bonds subsequently traded down in the secondary market
and there are worries that the price will drop further, as was the case following Tajikistan's
inaugural bond sale in 2017. 

The Mirzioyev government has moved quickly to reverse the preceding administration's aversion
to international lending and trade frameworks. The European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) reopened its office in Tashkent in November 2017 and has since invested
1.7 billion dollars. In March, it extended a trade finance facility to stimulate external trade.
Uzbekistan also resumed the WTO accession process last year, and a first round of negotiations
on upgrading the EU-Uzbekistan Partnership and Cooperation Agreement took place in
February. The World Bank's lending commitments to Uzbekistan increased to 1.44 billion dollars
in 2018 from 446 million dollars in 2017. 

Against this background, Mirzioyev is likely to push ahead with economic change. He has staked
his legitimacy on securing genuine growth as a shield against popular discontent and challenges
from within the elite. Yet he will seek to develop the economy with minimal political change. No
opposition parties operate legally, and the judiciary, legislature and media all remain tightly
controlled. Although foreign broadcasters have been allowed to return to the country, Uzbekistan
still has hundreds of political prisoners despite the release of some prominent opposition figures
and journalists. 

Forced adult labour continues to be used to pick cotton, but the use of child labour has largely
been eradicated. External monitoring of the harvest has taken place under Mirzioyev, although
activists have accused the government of harassing them.

Looking ahead: Economic liberalisation will need to provide evident improvement in people's
lives to order to give an underpinning to government legitimacy in the absence of meaningful
political reform. Continuing human rights abuses may threaten future engagement with Western
investors and lenders and Uzbekistan looks set to increase its involvement with Beijing's Belt
and Road initiatives.
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